
Product details:
 Model name:  F601HX hair straightener
 Specialty:  X plate for easy styling
 MOQ:  1-100,000pcs
 Product size:  Length 300 * width 30mm
 External plate:  Metal
 Logo:  Silk printing on shell
 Wire label:  Customized
 Technical label:  Customized
 Package:  Giftbox packaging
 Main markets:  Western Europe, North America, Middle East, Asia
 Factory size:  8500 square meters
 Third party audit report:  ISO 9001

Catalogue of F601HX:
F601HX  X styler, unique design hair flat iron

More details about the X plate design:
X plate with curved styling edges makes the styling much more easier. The round edges on both sides of the
plate for adding styling versatilty.



F601HX in other color combinations:
Below are F601HX in shiny pink shell color  +  black plate, and F601HX in shiny black shell color + black
plate. We can customized all the details according to your requirements such as the shell, the plate, the wire
length, the private label, the plug and so on.



Giftbox of F601HX:
PVC window box, can also be made into normal 4 color printing box, magnetic box, double box etc.

Marketing selling points of F601HX:
* No more excessive heat damage, X-styler F601HX, the “perpetual heat” iron
* Best choice for straightening and styling, household usage
* Uses a revolution technology that reaches operating temperature quickly with unmatched heat recovery time.
* Innovative super X plate, original design for straightening and styling
* External heating plates makes styling better, and for decoration
* Superior grade ceramic plates which emits negative ions for conditioned and healthier looking hair
* PTC heating technology with advanced micro processor digital technology
* 60 mins auto shut off when stop using, safe to use
* 360 degree rotating cord, tangle free



Packaging  & delivery:

Packaging details:

* Giftbox packaging
* Size of GB: 10.5 * 30 * 5.4cm
* 20pcs/ctn
* Size of carton: 56.5*38*24cm
* G.W.: 15.0KG
* N.W.: 7.0KG
* 1*20GP: 11000pcs
* 1*40GP: 21800pcs

Delivery methods:  Seashipment or by DHL, Fedex, EMS, UPS

How to use:
X-styler easy for straightening and styling. It can do " S" curls, " J" curls and " C" curls.
For straightening, select the suitable temperature for your hair, when the indicating blinks, you can start to
place the iron close to the root of hair and slide through to the ends without stopping. The important tip is that
do not slide too quickly for a better straightening result.
For styling, select the suitable temperature, put the hair between the two heating plates and wrap it around
the plate in different angles for different styling results( in the attachment). Hold the hair for a few seconds for
a better styling result.



About the FBT company:
FBT is the professional hair flat iron manufacturer in China since 2004. OEM/ODM orders are welcome. Our R &
D department is responsible for the product design, package design and mould development. FBT launches new
hair tool models every season. Many of our designs have got the Chinese and international patents, including
the X plate, S plate, auto spin curler.


